
 
 
  
 
 
 
Dear Kodak Alaris Customer,  
 
As a valued customer of Kodak Alaris I am writing to you today to reinforce our commitment to the Colour 
Negative (CNP) or Silver Halide Photographic Printing business.  
 
Rapid advances in digital capture technology make it important to understand the continued relevance of 
silver halide paper in digital photographic workflows.  Silver Halide is a 100- year- old technology that keeps 
on getting better.  Continuous tone images are still the standard against which all other imaging technologies 
are measured. Productivity in the printing, processing and finishing of CNP make it one of the most 
economical ways to create imaging output.  The proven performance in print life, image quality and 
protection from obsolescence allows CNP to remain the image printing technology of choice of professional 
and central labs around the world. 
 
Kodak Alaris is continuing to take a leadership role in the research and technology innovations that keep 
silver halide at the forefront of photographic printing.  In just the last 12 months we have launched and/or 
upgraded five silver halide products in our portfolio. And we are continuing to innovate products on an 
ongoing basis.  
 
You may be aware that we recently announced that Kodak Alaris will be implementing a price increase to 
our portfolio of Colour Negative Paper and Photo Chemicals.  We have implemented significant cost 
reduction efforts over the past few years to limit the customer impact of the modest but sustained industry-
wide volume declines that we’ve experienced.  However during this same time many cost components have 
trended upwards, including increases in materials, specialty chemicals, logistics and personnel costs. The 
price increases that we have announced are designed to ensure that Kodak Alaris remains a viable supplier 
and a competitive participant in the global photographic paper and photo chemicals market.   
 
We remain committed to the success of our photofinishing customers around the world and we will continue 
to invest in product innovation and value-added services to help you sustain and grow your businesses.   
 
For any immediate questions, please contact your Kodak Alaris sales representative. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Dennis B. Olbrich 
President 
Paper & Output Systems and Film Capture 
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